NET SCRIPT FOR THE EFRARC NET
QST, QST, QST! This is the Eastside Fire Rescue Amateur Radio Club weekly community net. The net control
station for today’s net is [Name], [callsign]. This net meets Sunday nights at 7:00 PM Pacific Time on this
repeater, 440.250 MHz, with a tone of 123.0 Hz. This net meets for the purposes of taking Net check -ins,
socializing amongst the group, for training, and station optimization. Our primary net frequency in an
emergency is this repeater, with the 147.100 MHz repeater, also with a tone of 123.0 Hz, as a secondary.
<Drop Carrier (DC)>
This is a directed net. Please do not transmit until directed to do so by Net Control. Stations with Emergency
Traffic are allowed to break in at any time. <DC>
At this time we would like to acknowledge Winlink checks from:

[List stations with RMS Express Check-ins.]
Thank you for using the system.<DC>

We will now begin the Net roll call. When you hear your station called, please respond with:
Your Callsign phonetically
Your Name
If you are operating on portable or emergency power
If you have checked in to W7EFR via WinLink
and whether or not you have any traffic for the net.
If you hear any station respond that is not recognized by Net Control, please note the callsign of that station,
and hold until Net Control asks for any relays.
(NOTE: be sure and acknowledge each response by their call and name)
<Drop Carrier (note: drop carrier after each callsign for at least 5 seconds or more to allow stations to
respond.>
Roll Call Follows:
Please reference the “EFRARC Weekly Sign-In sheet”. Call roll from this sheet and note participants.
This concludes Roll Call. Are there any missed member stations or relays? Come now with your callsign only.
<DC>
Are there any visitors, Please respond with:
Your Call sign phonetically
Your name
Your location and agency represented, if applicable
Visitor stations please come now? <DC>
Are there any relays? <DC>
At this time we will have traffic and announcements.
{take traffic per the list}
Do we have any missed or late check-ins; please come now? <DC>
This has been the Eastside Fire Rescue Amateur Radio Club Weekly Community net. On our net tonight we had
(#) regular/visitors/traffic. Thanks to all for checking in, and taking time out of your busy schedules to join us.
Our appreciation to the repeater users for giving us a clear channel. This is [call sign] now closing the EFRARC
Net at (TIME) hrs. and returning this frequency to normal use.
Net Control Excel document is located here:
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/?path=/group/efrnetcontrol@esf-r.org/files

